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ABSTRACT

This paper covers several facets of the location and geophysical modeling efforts at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). In location we continue to develop kriged correction surfaces for Eurasian stations and show results from relocations of GT25 or better events using small (3 to 10 station) regional networks in Asia. With empirical corrections, locations for 70% of tested events were improved using first P only, while 82% improved using first P and first S arrivals. We are exploring model-based corrections using velocity models derived from Pn tomography of China and Siberia. Relocations in Asia using travel times calculated from Pn velocity perturbations show a 10-30% improvement over IASPEI91 travel times alone; similar tests will be performed in northeastern Asia. Pn tomography in northeastern Asia indicates higher velocities under the Siberian platform, with generally lower velocities under regions of more active tectonics. In Central Asia, we are using correlation repicking, satellite imagery and pattern recognition software to identify potential mines and tie correlated seismic events to mining locations. The pattern recognition software has identified several mining locations that we are linking to clusters of correlated seismic events, which are identified from the Kazakh National Data Center (KNDC) bulletins. For geophysical models, we have recently developed a new joint inversion method using gravity and surface wave group velocity data. This method has been applied to the Tarim and Junggar basins and shows high upper mantle velocities beneath the Tarim, with differences in lower-crust and upper-mantle shear velocities between the eastern and western Tarim.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of these studies is to improve our ability to locate and discriminate seismic events in Asia. Our approach relies on the acquisition of ground truth (GT) for empirical corrections and the development of regional velocity models upon which travel time, azimuth, and slowness correction surfaces can be built. In this paper we present results from model development in Siberia and the Tarim Basin, identification of mining explosions in central Asia, and regional station calibration in Asia.

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED

Regional Station Calibration in Asia

We are exploring the location performance of small, poorly configured regional seismic networks in Asia. Our stations have been calibrated using GT ranging from 1 km to 25 km, and typical relocations involved from 3 to 12 stations using both primary and secondary phases. Stations and events used in the tests are shown in Figure 1. Network performance is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 1. Stations (triangles) and events (circles) used in our tests.

Figure 2. Network performance comparing mislocations using kriged travel time correction surfaces to mislocations with no corrections.
Pn Tomography of Siberia

We have applied the method of Phillips et al. (2005) to invert for Pn velocities in Siberia (Steck et al., 2005). We apply the technique to events from the Michigan State University eastern Russia seismic database, following a relocation of the full catalog within a consistent base model (IASPEI91) and incorporation and association of phase arrivals from other sources where applicable. For this study we restrict our test to source-receiver distance of 2 – 20 degrees. The eastern Russia database provides us with differential raypaths for 459 stations, yielding 27,291 station pair combinations with a catalog of 65,489 earthquakes between 45° and 80° N, 100° to 175° E. This resulted in 666,387 differential paths from which to invert for the Pn slowness perturbations and station corrections. Pn tomography in northeastern Russia indicates higher velocities under the Siberian platform, with generally lower velocities under regions of more active tectonics (Figure 4).

Joint Inversion of Surface Wave and Gravity Data in the Tarim Basin

We implement and apply a method to jointly invert surface-wave group velocities and free-air gravity observations. Surface-wave dispersion measurements are sensitive to seismic shear-wave velocities, and the gravity measurements supply constraints on rock density variations. Our goal is to obtain a self-consistent three-dimensional shear-velocity-density model with increased resolution of shallow geologic structures. To obtain the 3-D shear-wave velocity model we parameterize it in terms of one-dimensional (1-D), depth-dependent velocity profiles determined at the center of each cell in a grid of 1° by 1°. In each cell we consider two sets of data points: fundamental-mode group velocities and free-air gravity anomalies. Our approach to joint inversion is very similar and basically follows the scheme described by Julià et al. (2000), except for the implementation of gravity anomaly contributions.

We apply the method to investigate the structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath two large central Asia sedimentary basins: the Tarim and Junggar. The basins have thick sediment sections that produce substantial

Figure 3. Mislocations with IASPEI91 only (crosses), kriged correction surfaces (circles), and leave-one-out relocations with correction surfaces (stars). In these tests, only first P was used. The blue line indicates a mislocation of 25 km.
regional gravity variations (up to several hundred mGal). We used gravity observations extracted from the global gravity model derived from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission (Tapley et al., 2005). We combine the gravity anomalies with high-resolution surface-wave slowness tomographic maps that provide group velocity dispersion values in the period range between 8 and 100 s for a grid of locations across central Asia. To integrate these data, we use a relationship between seismic velocity and density constructed through the combination of two empirical relations: one determined by Nafe and Drake (1963), most appropriate for sedimentary rocks, and a linear Birch’s Law (Birch, 1961) more applicable to denser rocks (the basement) (Figure 4). An iterative, damped least squares inversion including smoothing is used to jointly model both data sets, using shear-velocity variations as the primary model parameters.

Results show high upper-mantle shear velocities beneath the Tarim basin and suggest differences in lower-crust and upper-mantle shear velocities between the eastern and western Tarim (Figure 5). At shallow depths, the images are dominated by slow velocities in the Tarim and Junggar basins. This is a predictable result because of the clear presence of low velocities associated with the known major sedimentary basins in the tomographic images at short periods (Maceira et al., 2005). However, the seismic structure in these basins shows slower velocities than without including the gravity in the inversion process. We think that this is an improvement of our 3-D model since seismic discrimination has proven the need for slower velocities at shorter periods (i.e., shallower layers) in those sedimentary basins (see Acknowledgements). Velocity images at mid-crustal depths show differences between eastern and western Tarim. Deeper in the crust and upper mantle, fast velocity regions are found beneath the basins. This is usually interpreted as an indication of old, cold, thick lithospheric blocks that have not been greatly deformed or modified by tectonic activity since their emplacement. The upper mantle velocity slice at 55-km depth shows once more differences between the east and west part of the Tarim basin. In this case, western Tarim displays faster velocities than the eastern side, in good agreement with previous observations (Liang and Song, 2004; Sun and Toksöz, 2006). Depth slices at deeper depths are somewhat puzzling. It could be that the near-surface model cannot explain the higher wavenumber data in the GRACE observations and these then get mapped to greater depths where constraints are weaker. Future work will seek even better models. This could be accomplished by reducing the grid sampling and using many more cells or with additional lateral smoothing with depth (based on the wavelengths that sample those depths). The value of jointly inverting surface wave and gravity data is clear (Figure 6). It is well known that traditional inversion techniques of surface wave dispersion data for seismic structure suffer from poor
resolution and non-uniqueness, especially when a single surface wave mode is used. Joint inversion approaches can help alleviate the problem (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Relationships between P-wave velocity and density used in this study. The solid green line is Onizawa et al. (2002) polynomial fit to laboratory measurements on sediments and sedimentary rocks summarized by Nafe and Drake (1963). The solid blue line is the empirical linear relationship known as Birch's law (1961). Using the interpolation function represented by the dashed black line, we constructed our own relationship by combination of the two empirical ones. The interpolated function is represented by the solid red line. Light green stars are rock measurements performed by Christensen and Mooney (1995) at different depths and temperatures.
Figure 6. S-wave velocity model at constant depth slices. The depth of each image is shown at the top of each map. Velocity values are expressed in km/s. Note the color scheme is different for each image.
Mining Explosions in Central Asia

In this effort we are exploring the combined use of correlation arrival time picking using the cross-coherency-correlation method of Rowe et al. (2002) and the clustering/stacking approach of Rowe et al. (2004), in combination with satellite imagery to identify mining locations and repeating events in central Asia. The goals of this effort are: (1) build seismicity catalogs of GT mining explosions, (2) create libraries of mine images, (3) create libraries of reference waveforms to accommodate the catalogs and images. Figure 8 shows bins of event origin time-of-day reported in Kazakh National Data Center bulletins and reveals areas where presumed man-made sources dominate the seismicity (gold and yellow bins). By identifying highly correlated waveforms at both array MKAR and station KURK we have identified events whose origins must be similarly located (Figure 9). Relocations of the events using the cross correlation re-picks identifies tight clusters that can be tied to mine locations (Figure 10). We are using a pattern recognition algorithm, GENIEPro, trained on known mining sites (Figure 11), to identify new mine locations in satellite imagery based on association of identified spatial patterns and features common to both known mine sites and new areas of interest. We plan to tie the re-picked and re-located seismicity to these mine locations. Future work where we will use our assembled GT information includes mining explosion discrimination studies, traveltime correction surface refinement, and azimuth correction surface estimation.
Figure 8. Time-of-day bins for KNDC seismicity.

Figure 9. Correlated seismic events in Central Asia, presumed to originate at a mine. Aligned waveforms from stations MK31 (a) and KURK (b) are shown.
Figure 10. Catalog locations (red circles) and our relocations using correlation picks (white circles).

Figure 11. Satellite image showing a mine location in Central Asia. Red circles are catalog seismic locations.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We continue to expand our research efforts to improve discrimination and location in Asia. We present new methods of model development that improve location ability in Asia. In addition, synergistic efforts combining seismics, satellite imagery and pattern recognition software show great promise. We recommend these efforts be continued and expanded.
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